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An ideal introduction to one of the most popular languages in the world!2,000 words and
phrases with easy-to-follow pronunciation guides and hundreds of pictures to make learning fun
and intuitive.DK First Picture Dictionary: Spanish is structured by themes to aid learning and
recall.The English to Spanish dictionary pages at the back serve as quick reference, as well as
teaching children how to use a dictionary.DK First Picture Dictionary: Spanish is perfect for
anyone starting to learn Spanish, either as homework aid or for self-learning for fun.

About the AuthorDK | Para mentes curiosasCreemos en la magia de descubrir. Por eso creamos
libros que exploran ideas y despiertan la curiosidad sobre nuestro mundo.De las primeras
palabras al Big Bang, de los misterios de la naturaleza a los secretos de la ciudad, descubre en
nuestros libros el conocimiento de grandes expertos y disfruta de horas de diversión e
inspiración inagotab
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 9 - 131 are not included
in this sample.
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S. Phillips, “Great layout but Incorrect pronunciations. We love the book in general for our little
one, to whom we read it & point out pictures. However, in its attempt to teach the pronunciation,
it is incorrect, inconsistent, sloppy. It’s incorrect regarding the double L’s sound. The most
common pronunciation in Spanish-speaking regions for the double L is the “Y” sound, & there’s
also a slight z or j sound in some regions, but NOWHERE is there an actual L sound in the
double L. This book has you use the single L sound, followed by the Y sound. WHAT?Also, they
have you mostly pronounce the E with an American accent! One example is in the word
“dinero” (money). They phonetically spell it “de-nay-roh.” There is no strong A sound in Spanish,
anywhere. A is pronounced like AH and E is pronounced like EH. Other places in the book they
do soften a vowel by adding an h, which they should have here, as in “dee-neh-roh.” The word
“clienta” (feminine client) is written as “Klee-EN-tay.” So, they used one e to pronounce the i in
dinero and 2 e’s in clienta though both have the same beginning vowel sound, then they used
“tay” at the end of clienta when it’s supposed to sound like “tuh.” Cliente, with an e at the end, is
what I think they thought they were helping you pronounce (masculine or generic client) but in
that case, that should have been written “Klee-EN-teh” not “-tay.”As a book for older kids or
adults trying to learn Spanish - I wouldn’t recommend it if pronunciation matters to you. For our
18 m/o toddler grandson who gets to hear the correct sounds of all Spanish from me & other
family, it’s a WONDERFUL picture book. He loves relating to the objects he recognizes in
diverse pictured settings! It’s been his favorite of many books since I got it a couple of months
ago.”

Megan, “Me encanta!. I LOVE this book. I got it for my daugther (then 1.5 year old--now she's 2)
and she will even use this as her bedtime book, she likes it so much. It has realistic pictures (a
huge plus). It also has neat little factoids like "Todos los colores son una mezcla de rojo, amarillo,
y azul" and then the translation in English(all colors are a mixture or red, yellow, and blue). It
also asks questions relevant to the page's theme like "te gustan las bebidas calientes o frias" on
the page that talks about opposites. It's a great segue to a discussion, if one is so inclined to use
it with children.They inlcude the pronunciation key right next to the word and like I said the
illustrations are rich, colorful, and realistic photos. In the back is the English A-z and Spanish A-z
dictionary (both are color coded, so they're easy to find). Also has a Verbs dictionary, as well,
along with useful phrases section such as "my name is" or the months of the year, etc. I would
highly recommend this to any person, regardless of age, who wants to know some basic
Spanish. Wished I had this book in high school. I definitely like it better than "My First Spanish
Word Book" (although I do like that one, too) and a 1000 times better than "My Big Book of
Spanish Words" (hate the illustrations in that one!)”

Little Irish, “Great book. My daughter is in dual language program and loves this!”



S. Finch, “Good way to extend what's learned on Dora and Diego. This is just the basics. Our
son loves learning Spanish. He's 3 and I want to encourage it. My old tapes are coming back to
me from Jr. High and High School Spanish. I'm able to help him with simple sentences using the
words from this book. He really likes the pictures. Some of the words are different than in other
versions. This can be a bit confusing. Not sure which is correct all of the time, but it serves our
purposes. We have two other versions of this dictionary and cross reference. My son likes it
because he knows it guarantees more reading time with mom.”

KDVH, “Great starter book!!. Great book. Pronunciation, plenty of pictures and tons of words to
learn!!”

C.Aguilar, “Amazing learning gift!. Everything the product stated it would be! My daughter loves
it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very well put together. I love this book. Excellent for learning for grown
ups and children.”

lucy cervantes, “Good translation. Easy to undersand”

YB, “Very Pleased Mummy ;0). I have decided to give this book four stars, only because I feel it
is lacking a few extras that would of made it an excellent allround buy.1; It is missing the spanish
alphabet/letters, although the two extra blank pages at the back of the book have come in handy
for this - I printed a worksheet in colour from off the internet.2; It is not English/Spanish, more
American/Spanish - in the UK we do not say 'Faucet' more Taps, 'Subway' more Train station,
underground etc.., 'Shopping cart' more Trolly and so on.. These may seem like minor issues to
some but they have slightly confused a few children I am using the book with.Nonetheless, I
absolutely love the colourful images, it has a multi-cultural feel to it as it depicts various races
which is always a bonus when teaching in a multi-cultural school. Very easy to read labels in
both Spanish & American English lol, the spanish pronunciation/translation is seamlessly easy
for both adults and children of reading ages.I would definitely recommend this book to
colleagues, parents, individuals whom wish to start of with the basics. Its a very good book
despite my nip-picks.”

HSEQ, “Excellent Introduction to Spanish for Children Aged 3 to 7 years. I originally borrowed
this book from our local library. I loved it so much that I went searching to buy it. I had given up
hope until I found this on Amazon Australia. I honestly can't rave about this book enough. It's so
easy to understand, and full of colourful visuals, making it very appealing for Preschool and K-2
School Learners.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 460 people have provided feedback.
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